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Excalibur soul eater lines

Victory and glory! Now I would like you to join the most important clause. Story tellering party for number 4525 hours. As a fool! Remember the next time you stop thinking about where you are in this world. You don't have the power to deny his song of the singer. Do you understand what I'm saying to you? Do not mail a
letter without a return address or appropriate mail. And don't call the collect. I was dried in a fore. Yes, nothing could satisfy me anymore. I was not in a man's shell. An indescribable emptiness has been born deep in my heart. I became irritated, sad, and hollow. The gaping hole in me was getting bigger every day. Slowly
consume me from the inside out. At least until the day comes. In summary, that's what led to 679 of the 1,000 provisions you have to keep. Always install a dehumidifier in the room. Silence! This is 349 out of 1,000 provisions that you must follow. Meister should eat everything, regardless of personal likes and dislikes.
Never say anything as selfish as I don't like carrots again. This brings us to 278 out of 1,000 provisions that you must follow. I don't like carrots. I've never thought of getting into food, you get it? Admittedly, it may not seem so simple from an ordinary person's point of view, but some people may think of it as a baffle, a
completely perplexing issue. Things often look complicated on the outside, but they're actually simplicity itself. Of course, how you look at these things varies from person to person, and many people find that there are fine lines that separate the complex very simply. You need to take the time to think! Oh, it makes me
remember another time I had to think of things, that case was a long time ago, but I still remember it. When I still put my hat on Baker's St. and called it home, it was back. Thus, as I pre-formed my dance in front of a large crowd at the Opera House, I was willing to carry the entire weight of the army. Symphony can't be
created using common sense and probability. It is already written in the fate of the composer. No... That's not it. Symphonies are the inevitable result of bad childhood, hearing loss, and beans that can be eaten too much after a certain time of day. No. 58 of the 1,000 provisions I want to observe to you will not speak to
me while I am humming to myself. Is this an important provision?They were a family. It happened a long time ago when I was still in the flowers when I was young. The city began to grow wild, people lost hope for the future, and became a waster of lazy idol time. And in my eternal shame I was no exception. This is how I
began to watch the 7 o'clock news religiously every night! Be firm, come back! I'll tell you what! Before you become my Meister, there is a list of 1,000 provisions that you must take advantage of. Look at all of them, they are important. I'm really looking forward to joining 452 for the five-hour story-tellering party. Page 2
No sign! My afternoon starts with a hot tea with two chunks of sugar. And I change into my pajamas in the evening. All about fiction you didn't want to know. This page to jump navigation to &lt;soul eater search needs some cleanup to be presentable. There is still a Wikiquote format on this page. The page must match
the All The Traps style of the quotation marks and include the quotation marks in the standard <a0></a0>Quote<a2></a2> markup. [Maka Alburn (Maca-al-Bahn, Maka Albang) is a meister of Soul Eater Evans. Therefore, she stands out as a female hero and is one of the main meisters in the story. Maka is impulsive to
her decision, and sometimes needs a soul to align her. Maca Alburn: The soul of sound lives in a healthy mind and sound body. Maca Alburn: Macachop! Don't waste your breath on me. There is no way I can think of you as my father. Maca Alburn: That's your answer for everything! Ladies and gentle people, you are
horrible. cheating on all the women. But you, you've decided that I actually trust you. I will put my faith in you. I can't believe this. Ladies and gentlenithes, I want you to die! Maca Alburn: People need fear to survive. We can experience it and grow stronger. Maca Alburn: The Legendary Super Skills of Sais Meister: The
Witch Hunter! Maca Alburn: I was wondering. Is the soul delicious? Maca Alburn: I messed it up. Maca Alburn: The 118th rule of the Death Weapon Meister Academy Handbook says, 'In an emergency, students are allowed to enter the death room without first obtaining permission.' Maca Alburn: We have to find a way to
faceScars, Maca Alburn: It's not that I don't know how to deal with people, it just doesn't take anyone to deal with you. Maca Alburn: I refuse to control me anymore. Maca Alburn: I'm going to be strong! He used to read me a lot of books. Maca Alburn: That creep may be thinking of sending sexy underwear to his daughter
Maca Alburn: What kind of fun is he? Maca Alburn: We may be scared, but that's what makes us strong! Did you get it? Soul Eater: The fear of interacting with people, but I understand that. Soul Eater: As a cool guy, I'm used to seeing. Soul Eater: Black star, it's over among us Soul Eater: You're stubborn, reckless, and
all you want to do for fun is just read, so you have boring, fat ankles. Soul Eater: Does anyone want to take a sexy kitten home? Soul Eater: What is this place? No matter where you are, it's completely dark. I can't even look at my body. It hurts. Which way is going up? Come out! That's how cool days always start. And a
cool guy like me would be the coolest morning possible. Soul Eater: At the end of the day, shape and shape don't matter at all, is it just the soul that matters correctly? Why is it cool when she's so hot and naked? Soul Eater: What are you smoking? Don't you know how cool I am? You're kidding me, aren't you?! How's it
going?! What are you stupid about? You went brain dead! Maybe we can throw some things as well! Soul Eater: This is not cool!Ragnarok and. A small devil usually exists in a certain room in the heart of a soul called a black room. Small Devil: Swing, Swing, Swing Small Devil: Don't you think it's good to have a strong
heart that can get rid of the fear you feel? Find the rules to break, it will make you stronger. Probably strong you thought it was possible. Little Devil: Come with me. Overwhelming madness and power are waiting for you. [Black Star (Brady-Blak-Sta)] is one of the major Meisters series continues. He is probably about 13
years old at the beginning of the series. The Black Star is the only survivor of the inemined Star clan explaining the stars on his shoulders. He is affiliated with Asahinakazuka. Black Star: YAAAAHHHHHHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! BLACK STAR: Assassin's Rule Number One - Silence: Dissolve in the dark and
erase your breath. Wait for the opening to attack your target. Black Star: Assassin's Rule Number 2 - Transfer Thoughts: Analyze Targets to Predict His Thoughts and Movements Black Star: Assassin's Rule Number 3 - Speed: Take Out Targets Before Targets Notice Your Presence Black Star: I'm a Great Assassin
Black Star! Black Star: Sometimes I'm such a big star that I can handle it. Black Star: It was wonderful! My breath is erased, okay? Black Star: My name is Black Star. I will exceed the power of the gods. Black Star: Do you realize how small you are compared to a man as big as me? But I can feel fear in my own
greatness. So I think it's hard to stand in front of the mirror Black Star: You can look high or low, but you can't find a bigger guy than me! Black Star: Don't laugh when you taste the power of our friendship! Are you ok?! Black Star is here for you now! Look at my big handsome face, you'll certainly heal! I can't. Clean.
Black Star: Black Star to YAHOO! Stage Front and Center YEAH! Do I mean born too early?Black Star: Yaa who! fellow students remember this well!Or later you will all atrophy in front of me! Don't you lose to him? Encore, Encore. Encore, give me an encore! Come to the Black Stars and give a big hug! I'm the hand to
miss it Black Star: I'm a Black Star. I'm on a completely different level from you. I'm a big man! Black Star: I'm not going to be struck by a bottle myself! Black Star: Sorry, I'm not in the Asian chicks Black Star: It's me in capital M! These are the tears of those who died with regret. If there is a way to get rid of this regret, I
will make sure to find it. Black Star: If you're afraid to speak, I'll stand and face it. I'll never give up. The only time I lose is when I die! The path I choose is neither a warrior nor a demonic one. You don't know this road! She can be changed into multiple ninja weapons including chain sys/kusarigama, hand-pressed, smoke
bombs, and eventually mysterious swords. She is a member of the Nakatsuka family as well as her brother. Tsubasa Nakatsuka Excuse me! I'm not Mike, I'm a chain sickle! Quiet! If you're trying to be an assassin, you have to learn how to shut up! It blooms in silence, declaring nothing. When the petals are scattered, it
is quiet and tragic. I'm a rose. Fragrance-free silent flowers. Tsubasa Nakatsuka: It is a flower without fragrance, a rose. When I fall, it will be silent and tragic. Tsubasa Nakatsuka: I have a friend who helped me with my feelings. He helped me see that Camellia has a fragrance! Tsubasa Nakatsuka: You are a team, you
don't have to work together if you want to do something!We're going to decide and fight together! If we're fools, we're fools together, it's like the team we're on. Tsubasa Nakatsuka Our souls will be with you until the end! Death the Kid (Death by Kid Kid, Death the Kid) is called Kid (Kid, Kid) by friends and family and is
one of the three main Meisters in the series. He is obviously the strongest in the trio because he is a severe god of death. He is the son of Patty and Liz's Meister and Lord Death. Children of Death: Look at Patty! Your stance is off again! Children of Death: That asymmetric !!! Children of Death: Symmetry is the key.
Everything has to be aesthetically fun. So I use them as twin pistols to maintain symmetry. When I hold you, I'm completely balanced to the right and left. But your human form is very different from each other, so it's not perfect. Your hairstyle and height etc. are also of different sizes! I'm a garbage! asymmetric garbage!
Worry! Worry! Children of Death: Tornado Flip! Death Child: You are disgustingly horrible! Children of Death: Dammit, Patty! Did you really forget to fold the tip of the toilet paper into a triangle? I can't lose to toilet paper. If you turn your back on this, you shouldn't be allowed to live anymore Dead child: No, it doesn't have
to be 7! Say 8! Please! Excuse me. The child of death finger slipped: Black star, I can not get off. There's water. Carry me, child of death: I will drive the water away from the top. You canIs the water on the ground okay? This method alone makes it impossible to pass. Quite a fault. Children of Death: We are hunting after
the legendary sword. Find a fairy, or two people are not surprising. Child of Death: Go, it's terrible. Just terrible! No matter what I do, I can't get the K right! I need symmetry! He tried to pick a good weapon for me, but I refused to listen to him! What I cared about was symmetry what I wanted! And now all my efforts have
been completely and completely wasted! Everything must be balanced. As long as evil and good maintain the balance of the world, there is no problem. Perfect balance is the key to everything. Child of Death: I will continue to fight until this world is the way it should be. Until the world is balanced. Children of Death: You
hate me. I am a god of death. I refuse to give anyone the freedom to kill! [Elizabeth Liz Thompson (Riz (Elizabeth) Thompson, Liz (Elizabeth) Thompson) is Patricia Thompson's older sister and one of the devil's twin pistols of the children of death. Elizabeth Liz Thompson: Excuse me for being smaller than my sister! It



doesn't look symmetrical to me! You can't forget that you are a severe god of death. By comparison, what are the three small lines important? Elizabeth Liz Thompson: The soul of sound lives in the skin of sound and the cuticle of sound. It doesn't sound right!Elizabeth Liz Thompson: I can see through you, your lies, you
want to swallow my hot body! Nothing could s scared us. We took what we liked when we liked and walked around town as if we owned a place. No one has ever thought of anyone asking what our lives really are like.Patty (Patricia) Thompson [1] is also half of the devil's twin pistol of the dead child who spelled Patty in
several translations. She is a young man of two sisters and is more ignorant of the world. Patricia Patti Thompson: Yes, Kid! If you were rubbie, why don't you wake up and try again because it smells worse?Patricia Patti Thompson: The garbage is ew, and you're not! Why do people always close their eyes when they
sneeze? Patricia Patti Thompson: You broke the Pharaoh! Patricia Patti Thompson: Yes, it's going to be great crazy! I love giraffes! Fun, fun, fun, fun, life is too much of a dream Patricia Patti Thompson: Move your ass right now. [Kurona (Nanakuro, Clona; literally means Dark One) is the soul eater's first recurrent
antagonist. Medusa Gorgon's child, Clona, is the master of the devil's sword, and its weapon, Ragnarok, lives permanently in his blood. Clona: This door only opens one way. They open inside crona: I can't deal with it Crona: This is all I know: my blood is black. Clona: I'm not very good at talking to girls. They make me
nervous. Clona: Ragnarok, Screaming Resonance Kurona: I don't like it, the dark circle under my eyes comes back and I don't know how to deal with the dark circle! I don't know how to deal with such a man! It's going to hurt. I don't think I can really deal with it. Clona: There are stars and planets floating around me. I
don't think I can cope with astronomy right now. My blood is black, Kurona: I'm scared. of everyone. I have to learn to go out with more people, Kurona: Do you want to know where the real hell is hiding? But it's okay I can use my screams to blow them all away. I'm sure dead people are easy to get along with Kurona:
Lose weight! I don't know how to deal with being skinny than I already are! Trust someone not to hurt you.You look like you're going to the toilet! Ragnarok is the first inhumane weapon introduced in Soul Eater. Ragnarok decided to absorb the soul of evil. By taking an innocent soul, Ragnarok loses the little saneness he
had, the wavelength of his soul grows out of control, greatly overwhelms Kurona's own wavelength, and eventually Ragnarok may eat up Clona's soul. Fortunately, when the death of the Lord confiscated the soul taken by Ragnarok, the wavelength of his soul was equal. English Dove: Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok:
Goupay Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Goop, Goop, Gooppipi Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Calm up Clona now. I'm afraid to feel such stress Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Bloody Needle Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: If I let him hit you again with that technique, I'm going to stick Samtak in your shoes? Ragnarok: Astronomy is much
easier to deal with than death, you're a Molen. Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Oi, Clona. If a severe god of death catches up with us, we won't have dinner tonight. Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Crona! Stop thinking about the blatts that ran away and concentrate on the person in front of you! You're not going to manage
anything. Don't you remember what it was like last time? I don't even know why I bother you anyway. A small soul like you is hardly even worth eating. The old Starblatt looked much better than you. You are an unsathing little girl. I don't even have to fight you. Maybe he bullied you from here and died! No one will hear
your screams even if you lose Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Shut up Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Come on, get it in gear, Clona! Take this. And this! And this and this! Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: I'm going to punch you until I can't punch Kurona anymore! Why am I so small now!? Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: You and Crona?
You're kidding me! Who wants to make friends with pathetic things like him!? He doesn't even have fun! I got it! You're the one who's asking himBag! Teasing him is an excellent way to reduce stress! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Well, I'm sorry. I'm the only one who beats Kurona! You have no idea how it feels struck by
you! Do you think you're going to make me talk to you like that?! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Come on! Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: What did you get there? Don't try to fight back! Hahahahahahahahahahaha! Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: If I were you, I wouldn't be too sassy, stupid human! I never agreed to be your friend!
Oh, I thought I'd mention it. But I don't know why. We are on-the-see. No way we're not going to help you. Even for three pieces of candy. Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Oh, it was just a speech figure. I don't really want sweets. I'm not a baby, you're an idiot Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: It's not a matter of numbers! It pays to
negotiate, 'Cha does not think?' Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Don't underestimate my black blood! Dumbas Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Chasing Her Crona! Kill the Witch! After I said thank you, I just hardened my blood Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: You mean 'thank you so much!' Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: What are you trying to
study now? Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: If you are his friend, feed me! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Hey, Clona! Try to find a partner who can cook like that girl! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: From here it looks like an off-limits corridor. Goopaipai! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: If you catch yourself, it's not my
problem. Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: You saved Marie to us! DevilRagnarok: Are you sure? If it had not been for you, we could not have did it. Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Who cares as long as you can drink from it Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: You look like you've added your own girly touch here and there. Sword of the
Devil: Ragnarok: Hey! Why didn't I get anything? Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: What are you waiting for? Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: It was easy! English Sub: Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Mesdasama, Two More Visitors Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: No No No. Clona is scary when she's all angry. Devil's Sword: Ragnarok:
But their souls certainly look delicious. Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Let's show Kurona Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: This is the end, screw sit Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Are they not going to stab him? Son of the Bitch! Focus on the chick in front of you! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Kill her Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: You're
kidding! It's damn annoying! The child of that star from the front looks ten times delicious! We will reduce you to size. Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Hey, Clona! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Why did you do what? Why is my husband like this?! Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Make friends with Clona? Don't be stupid!Devil's
Sword: Ragnarok: No matter what you do, it's still boring!It relieves stress, doesn't it? Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: You are a one-star technician! Do you know my feelings? That's the Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Don't be sassy! Ugly woman! Ugly Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: There is Clona's Screech Alpha. I just wanted to
say that. We're just going to observe. We don't lend a hand. Even if you give me three pieces of candy Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: It's just a speech! Stupid! I'm not a child! Sword of the Devil: Ragnarok: Maka Alburn, you have a way in words. I'm just negotiating Devil's Sword: Ragnarok: Don't underestimate the black
blood! [Asra is a series antagonist, Xynn, who affects events through the madness of fear that affects the hearts of others.] (The first word of freedom) nakedness is so wrong. I like the macho look. There is nothing unusual here. There's nothing unexpected or strange about it. Because this is reality. There is no fragment
of uncertainty here. Of course, there is not even fear. Wouldn't you like to chat a little about the past instead? I couldn't escape it. If your skin is sealed in a bag, there are many things you can do. Your heart begins to wander. Sitting in the dark, I had the opportunity to think about many things including the nature of the
world itself. And after a long review, I realized something. When everything is said and done, this world is a place you don't know. On the surface, everything looks reasonable and orderly. But what is beyond that thin reason, stability and reality, or confusion and madness? Or are we just hollow containers?of the skin. So
we live a life full of uncertainty and don't know what we really are or what the future will bring. All we can do is imagine. Life will be an unsatable mystery with any number of twists and turns waiting for us. And that's enough to fill any soul with fear. It's not necessarily the uncertainty that makes us afraid. That's more of a
problem. The answer we imagine is what really scares us. Imagination is the place where all our fears are born, and it is the mother of fear and the greatest weakness of mankind. What you offer is order and authority, giving humans the illusion of security and peace, but what is really under the thin layer of rationality you
are trying to force on the world? It imagines the pain of the future that hurts us the most. It's afraid of us. Pain and death are not really that scary unless you let your imagination escape with you. Don't you hear it? See the Reper, I've decided not to imagine any more. Timid, Reper? You know that for a severe god of
death, you are impressively naeave. According to the rules, escape from fear is not guaranteed. Don't you know how empty and pointless the authority you impose is? You reassure your followers by providing them with white lies and words of comfort. Don't you know that it only harms them more? What's wrong with
surrendering to madness? Since we were once friends, I can offer you one little piece of advice. You need to be careful to hide behind authority and close your eyes to the reality of the world. I might sacrifice my life someday. or someone else's. The root of all fear is imagination, do you mean that I will never atrophy
before after you lose to man?, so you used Brew to throw away meat, intellectual fear and get rid of the fear of meat!and you trusted others and overcome spiritual fear accordingly?! But such a weak support will break easily! Good-bye until then! There is nothing unusual here .the right one is standing in the right place
after the inappropriate thing collapses and defeats on the ground. There's nothing unexpected or strange about it. It's a harsh reality. There is nothing unse certain here. You don't even have to be afraid. Go ahead (Maka, to anime) and stab me with everything you want, I'm not afraid of pain. But what about you?
(Anime): What is bravery? (Last word, anime): Everyone has it. Then it's just like madness. [The death of the Lord is God himself (the legend of the West) of death,his soul in the city of death to seal Asra. In the end, known as the father of the child of death, death has been revealed to be the father of Asra with both xin
and Kid created from fragments of his own soul. The Death of the Lord: The Reaper Chop! Hello, hello. Death of the Lord: This last collection, the soul of the witch is very important. Slip down and all of the 99 kishin souls gathered so far will be confiscated Lord's death: If you don't shut up, I'm going to use my Reaper
Chop to open your head and split! It's nice to meet you! To fill these failures, they seek strength and power. Fear and desire are both sides of the same coin. Death of the Lord: Hey! Hello friend! Thank you Comin, it's nice to meet you! Have a great time tonight Lord Death: Wasp, Waspup, Wasup Ppp?! Death of the Lord:
Mandolin? Death of the Lord (to Asra): You are a filthy unforgivable pig! Now you'll be good and dead. Death of the Lord: Special Attack. Coffee Table Flip! Death of the Lord: I will get rid of your threat once and for all! His real name is Spirit Alburn (Spirit Al Spirit Albang). He was Dr. Stein's first weapons partner. Sys of
Death: Hey, Soul Eater. If you think of touching my maca, if you put your hand on her, as a sickle of death. You got me, you're the head of a little octopus? Are you going to tell me that my maca is not attractive?! Why are you not moving to her?! You're a man! Sys of Death: If you warn before chopping, it's more
effective! That's true! I love you! I love you! That's right, Maca. Take a good look at how brave and letless you are. She doesn't even look at me! Sys of Death: Oh, my darling. My dear white coated angel. Please heal me!Maca! You see how ridiculous the sun is trying to fight off sleep! It's bad for your eyes. Sys of Death:
Go for it! Millions of men are on your side! He has been given a new partner who was a partner of the Spirit because he had previously suffered from the effects of Asra's madness. He is named after the title character of Mary Shelley's novel Frankenstein and has elements of Frankenstein's monster. Dr. Franken Stein: I
can't raise my head straight. Dr. Franken Stein: I have a simple motive. Experiments and observations that true scientists care about. And I'm a scientist. Of course, everything in the world is an experimental test subject, and it includes me too. Dr. Franken Stein: There's a good reason to dissect all species before they
die. Dr. Franken Stein: Soul Force! Dr. Franken Stein: I would like to dissect you now! Dr. Franken Stein: Spirit Body (Professor) Dr. Franken Stein: Double Palm Soul Force. Twin Spears (Professor) Dr. Franken Stein: Witch Hunter! Dr. Franken Stein: Are you helping because you're a doctor, or is it because you're a
witch? Dr. Franken Stein: Hahahaha! Dr. Franken Stein: This is fear. It's good, I forgot what it feels like (Professor) Dr. Franken Stein: Do you know about it? On the Will under DWMA (Professor) Dr. Franken Stein: Are you ready to fight fear itself? Let your soul make a decision for you. Dr. Franken Stein: I Showed You
(Professor) Dr. Franken Stein: Good and evil are determined by those in power. [Sydney Sid Barrett (Sid) Barrett, Sid Barrett; literally means dead person and then turned into a zombie by Dr. Stein. Sydney Sidvalett: Good morning, good morning, good night. How was it? I'm always trying to remember my manners.
Sydney Sid barrett: Dindon, Deaddon Sydney Sid barrett: I've always been the one who started classes at Belle. It is important to be on time. Sydney Sid barrett: I was never the kind of person to suppress!Since then, it has changed. Sydney Sid barrett: I don't ruin my students. I'm not that kind of person, Sydney Sid
Barrett: So did the sneaky little brat throw away his punishment on her and take him off? Sydney Sid barrett: I was a very meticulous man you know, it has not changed. Sydney Sid Barrett: When I was alive, I was a pretty cautious man, thank you very much. Sydney Sid barrett: I wasn't the type of guy who secretly went
to read a woman's diary. Sydney Sid barrett: That's the guy I was with. Oxford (Od Ford, Ox Fodo) is a spear engineer, one of the top students of the DWMA in terms of performance, and a Meister of the Harbour. He was named after Oxford University. Oxford: Oh, I'm not a fool, you see me at the top of my class at
DWMA. I'm really very intelligent. Ox Ford: Oh, humanity Ox Ford: Why would he do such a terrible thing to my beloved Kim? He's an eternal failure, he'll get tired of the provisions of a million and give up much longer ago. Hahahahaha Oxford: No! Harbour: Do you think you'll get the top score again this year? - Harbour
D. Eclair: What are you going to do with Ox now? is an EAT class Meister and tends to ask for money from others while working. She is the object of affection for fellow student Oxford, but she is often troubled by his romantic progress. Kim: You're a dirty pervert! Kim: If you were rich and handsome, I'd be more
impressed. Make sure I'm covered. Are you ready for Jackie? [Excaliber (Cali, Excaliba) is the comrade of the Lord's death with unrivalled power to other weapons in the continuity of the series. But his habit of alienated others, having a Madness wavelength that strengthens anger, rarely uses him Excaliber: Welcome.
Welcome to the young one in my cave. Please forgive me for the delayed greeting. I am The Holy Sword Excaliber! Excaliber: Young people! Do you want to hear a heroic story?I have a cup of cream and coffee at the coffee shop. My afternoon starts with a hot tea with two chunks of sugar. And I change into my
pajamas in the evening. Excaliber: The higher it is, the more the chef hates the chef. Stupid???? Who said I was the chef?! Excaliber: Do not sign Excaliber: Before you become my Meister, there is a list of 1,000 provisions that you must convince. Look at all of them, they are important. I'm really looking forward to
joining 452 for the five-hour story-tellering party. Excaliber: 022: Start with a refreshing greeting on a refreshing morning. Excaliber: No. 058 of the 1,000 provisions I want to observe to you will not speak to me while I am humming to myself. Do you think this is an important clause? Therefore, ask for it. First! Haircut!
Excaliber: Number 202. Only the most magnificent of toilets is acceptable! I don't like carrots. Never thought of puting it in my food, you get it? Meister should eat everything, regardless of personal likes and dislikes. Don't be so selfish as to never like carrots again. Excaliber: No. 452: Attending a five-hour storyted party is
absolutely mandatory Excalibor: Have you forgotten the provisions of 573? Excaliber: No.578: The main character should never tell a lie. Excaliber: No. 602: Must be cooked with fresh ingredients Excaliber: No.667: You should always admire Excalibr. Excaliber: To sum it up, you've reached 679 out of 1,000 provisions
you have to follow. Always install a dehumidifier in the room. Excaliber: Hey, hold on, come back! I'll tell you what! Excaliber: You want to hear my legend, don't you? Fools, fools, fools. A fool. Excaliber: My legend dates back to the 12th century you see. My legend is pretty old. The 12th century was a long time ago
Excaliber: There's nothing like morning herbal tea. Excaliber: Of course, they are my family. Isn't it obvious? It happened a long time ago when I was still in the flowers when I was young. The city began to grow wild and people lost hope for the future. They became lazy, Idle Time Waster. And in my eternal shame I was
no exception. Thus, I began to see the news at 7 o'clock every night religiously! Excaliber: Symphonies are not created using common sense and probability. RightIt is written in the fate of the composer. No... That's not it. Symphony is the inevitable result of bad childhood, hearing loss, and overeeaten beans, even after
a certain amount of time. Excaliber: Therefore, as I pre-formed my dance in front of a capacity crowd at the Opera House, I was willing to carry the entire weight of the army. Excaliber: You need time to think! Oh, it makes me remember another time I had to think of things, that case was a long time ago, but I still
remember it. I still put my hat on Baker's St. and came back when I called him home. Excaliber: It's actually very basic, there's probably the easiest trick. Admittedly, it may not seem so simple from an ordinary person's point of view, but some people may think of it as a baffle, a completely perplexing issue. Things often
look complicated on the outside, but they're actually simplicity itself. Of course, the way you look at these things varies from person to person, and many people find that there are fine lines that separate the complex very simply. Excaliber: I was all drying up. Yes, nothing could satisfy me anymore. I was not in a man's
shell. An indescribable emptiness has been born deep in my heart. I became irritated, sad, and hollow. The gaping hole in me was getting bigger every day. Slowly consume me from the inside out. At least until the day comes, Excaliber said: The battle between rival gangs is finally over! Do not mail a letter without a
return address or appropriate mail. And don't call the collect. Excaliber: Fool! Remember the next time you stop thinking about where you are in this world. You don't have the power to deny his song of the singer. Do you understand what I'♫ saying? ♫ From England! I'm looking for heaven! Now I would like you to join the
most important clause. The number 4525 hour story party. Excaliber: Victory and Glory! I have a great opportunity to make a presentation. You want to be a warrior, don't you want to test yourself by mastering me? Be careful of my unrivalled sharpness. Act now and you will receive 4 hours of free time at my 5 hour story
tellering party! I'm going to team up with the winner, Meister. Don't go past this chance. Send an entry to the following address: Victory and GloryYour Excalibr: This academy is not special. My legend is much more impressive than what happened in this school. All the students and Meisters have to listen to it. Excaliber:
Fools. My legend dates back to the te 12th century you see. It started on a midsummer day and the sun was burning over my head. Don't wait. It was a pale autumn day. When it all started, I was a bad fellow. As I remember, this was winter. I remember a tough crowd, all the hot girls fighted over me that summer. Yes,
that's right, it was summer. a scorching midsummer day I was a dangerous man then. But somehow it's refined. Everyone thought so. They still think so until now. However, I may not have thought much about it at the time. But they definitely said I'm dangerous, I'm sure of it. Yes. Yes, indeed. Everyone thought, said,
and talked about how wonderful I was. I'm still great of course, but no longer is the bad boy I was at the time. On that cold, frozen winter's day. I will continue to re-talk about my legend. But first, there's a five-minute break. Stay still and wait for me to come home. Excaliber: Hmm? What do you want to do? The five-
minute break has not passed yet. Say... I do not know you? Excaliber: Because you mentioned it, my legend began on the same day as today. Tuesday or Wednesday. or perhaps Saturday. No, it was Monday. No, I think it might have been Tuesday or Wednesday. Thursday is a clear possibility or even Friday. Monday
sounds right. And Saturday is a wonderful day to start the legend. Perhaps it was Thursday? Maybe Wednesday or Friday? And on Saturday, we can't forget Saturday. No. It was almost certainly in a-Excaliber: We fight then? Excalibr: ♫ Sushi, Sushi Roll! Sushi Roll! Sushi Roll! California Roll! California Roll, California
Roll ♫ -- Do you want to fight? Oh Hahahahahahaha! Excalibr: Your twenties will be a great pentriver of your life. It's time for a crossroads. of a huge change in incredible uncertainty. Certainly my 20s was such a period for me. That was when I evolved from a good troublemaker to the legendary sword I see before you
today. Many men envious of my hairstyles you see and they were inspired. and formed a fringe group, a kind of cult if you want - dedicated to the worship of my bold hairstyles. Or was it every day? But I was born old and wise and often had abstract arguments. Excaliber: That's it!This man is the brother of a girl who
went missing ten years ago and is the author of this terribly tragic story of revenge and murder. Excaliber: Daily Excaliber: I want a red crab Excaliber: Seconds Excaliber: Well did! As a reward, I will sing you a song. Please listen carefully. Excaliber: Now, in our way. A Chu! A Chu! A Chu! Let's go only the fit of A Chu! A
Chu! A Chu!Nh Hi!Nh Hi!Excalibr: Welcome to the Storytering Party! Excaliber: Fools. You shouldn't make assumptions. You may not be able to understand the subtle genius of my character, but I assure you that there are others who do so. Not everyone is worried. I'll be back. See you again! Excaliber: Fool. Why am I
not here? A fool. Excalibur:.. Immortal Excaliber: Hmm. What kind of greeting is that? Excaliber: It wasn't the idol's curiosity that allowed Ibon's immortal research. Indeed, the real reason is much more tragic. Ibon's obsession with immortalies was born because he desperately tried to save his beloved. But no matter how
great the inventor, or how noble cause is the impossible foot to transcend death. Even Ibon could not hope to succeed in such an effort. But as everything seemed to be lost, someone appeared on his side. Provide help and comfort the words. Someone.... Witch, achrid membrane Excalibr: HA! My reason is to go much
deeper than that. That's it right... I beed to observe. Excaliber: It's about to start. Excaliber: Take a good look at everyone. This is the ultimate creation of Ibon. The Magic Tool Brew assumes that it is in true shape. Excaliber: And there's a lie, it's the most terrible force. If used in the wrong way, Brew could destroy the
whole world. Excaliber: Fools. What do you use your eyes for? Excaliber: Fools. Nothing has been decided yet. The fight is still going on. Fools! You need to drink tea before you can answer it. Excaliber: Fool! Excaliber: Fools! And the train Hiro (Iloro, Hiro) likes the character that appeared only in a special chapter and a
single episode of the anime in Soul Eater Manga. Hiro: Ah. Hiro: So. Therefore this... Sacred Sword Excaliber?... Victory and glory? Hiro: It's decided. Chasing the Holy Sword Excalibr. Hiro: I'm sorry, I'm sorry Hiro: What's going on?Why do you ask me? Hiro: Well, what is the Black Star? Hiro: Hmm. I don't know.
Reaching the Holy Sword is the only chance I have. It's time to say goodbye to the Academy's favorite used boy. Transform! Hiro: Hahaha! What a sorry bunch you are! I was reborn as a true hero. Ordinary people like you can't stand the chance against me Hiro: Black Star, have you seen before? The Holy Sword
changed it all. I've transformed into a powerful hero. Hiro: Hmm, please. The 1000 provisions that must be observed to be Excaliber's Meister are so easy to handle that I can do it during sleep. The real question is, why couldn't we handle the Holy Sword? Hiro: Kirik Lang. The Black Star. The child of death. Battle
between the three best Meisters and Excaliber at the Academy. A good match-up. Oh. I also participate in the fight, so I can see my new abilities up close and personally. Excaliber! Hiro: Victory and glory. Hiro: When the three of you are told and finished, it's just a footnote of the legend of the Holy Sword Excaliber. Hiro:
My new name is Hiro the Brave. I am Hiro, the hero! Hiro: This will defeat you. Last Move - Hiro the Atomic Hiro: Um, guys. What do you think about the new me, pretty powerful, isn't it? I entered the girl's locker room Hiro: No, if you don't like it, you have to find a way to beat me! The excitement and uncertainty of being
chosen is overwhelming. Hiro: And you have a very good morning Excaliber! Let's have fun! Don't throw things! Hiro: Magnificent Excalibur. Munydt Excalibur! And considering the 365 ways to celebrate, each one is better than the previous one! Yai! Hiro: I'm a really respected person. Everyone, please take a look. Be on
the lookout for my splendor. Hiro: Today was a perfect day! Hiro: Gyu! Of course, I'm sorry Hiro: Sneeze? Good Morning Black Star Would you like a sandwich or soda? I put it back again. Stupid sword. Hiro: Sneeze. When he startsThere was no way to fit the sneeze and stop it. Sneezing gloss. Spit and s Not go flying,
it's going anywhere, I can't stand it. Seriously, it's better to die, Hiro: It was great to be transformed, but it's good that it lasted. Hey. Do you know another way to completely change people? Now we may start with weight training [Medusa Gorgon (Medusa Gorgon, Medusa Gogon) The first main antagonist in the series,
Crona's mother, used her child in a scheme called Free Azra to observe and set events from the shadows while submissing the world to Kigami's madness. Medusa Gorgon: Snakes, Snakes, Cobras, Cobras Medusa Gorgon: It's all right, believe yourself. Kurona, you will be xin. Medusa Gorgon: Mr. Maka? I couldn't get
him off my feet. Medusa Gorgon (to El Eka): You're not feeling good on my feet right now, change yourself back to a frog. Medusa Gorgon: You're horrible! It's evolution itself. The death of the Lord and his little academy defended the world by acting as a check against power. DWMA is just to maintain the status quo, and
that's its mission. Even still... Time continues to move forward. It's only natural that the world will progress, right? That's how nature works. But Professor Stein, this academy made a point to prevent it from happening. Do you really want to live in the world of Stsis? I'm sure you understand (Justin Law): Do you think you
can punish me? You are the one who betrayed the god of death. Tell me, what do you think your statement will be? (Justin Law): I'm a witch. It is our job to desecrate against God. (Final word) Called the man with the eyes of the devil while in the beloved Clona prison [Free Free Fri] is a lone wolf of the immortal clan.
Free is the first and only immortal in the entire Soul Eater series and usually declares his immortality to his fighting opponents. He is also the first character introduced in a mixed soul because he is part of a human, witch, or werewolf. Freedom was imprisoned for a long time, forgot his name, and when Elka Frog helped
him escape, he took the name Free because he was now free. Free: What kind of person do you think I'm? Do you think I'll take the handout from the person who comes with me?Do they know the tunnel under the wall using a spoon to steadily dig the ground under it to try out what they do in the movie? I decided to give
it a try myself. But what they gave me was a chopstick! I'm not just an idea man! Wolves of wolves free: I always forget not to put those things where they can stab me. But it's okay, what you see here is no problem at all. After all, I'm immortal. Free: It Shit! Free: The first fight in 200 years, I ruined it. I'm going to get it
right away the next time I need to practice. yes, just a little bit free: I think I exaggerated a little about the time. After all, it is a man, and it shows it from time to time and Elka Frog (Kaka Naak, Elka Frog) is a witch with the theme of the frog which serves under Medusa Gorgon. She transforms into a frog and allows her to
flee or spy on others. Elka Frog: Libbit Elka Frog: I can't stand that witch, stupid snake woman Elka Frog: Next time I'm really going to kill Medusaribit! Elka Frog: Freely, we need to inject black blood into xin, otherwise Medusa is going to slaughter us! But she has strong magic skills, but she says explicitly that she is not
a true witch. Blair: Pam, Pam, Pam, Pam. I always get what I want, so please give it to me. Pam, Pam, Pam, I am a beautiful, beautiful pretty woman. But you know that I have a secret, I will. Pumpkins, Pams, Pams, Pumpkins. It's my magic spell, so Pam, Pam, Pumpkin. Pam, Pam, Pumpkin, Pam, Pumpkin Yes! Blair:
Pam, Pumpkin, Pumpkin, Halloween Cannon! Blair: Oh! My Little Sais Their Boy! Blair: Pam, Pumpkin, Smashing Pumpkin! Blair: You didn't say I was a witch, did you just make that assumption yourself? I'm really a cat with a ridiculous amount of magical power. Blair: Who of the young men now wants to take a bath with
me? You don't have to hurry, do you? [Mifune (Mine) is a repeated human character that looks like he was born successfully. He was a samurai who vowed to protect the witch Angela and was drafted to serve Alaknophobia. Mifune: It's Mifune. I am the guardian of the witch Angela. Mifune: Is it the Devil's Way? or
Warrior's Way? Mifune: I thought I at least saw some possibilities in you. Mifune: Killing children gives us nightmares.Like worshipping gods death is transformed into a believer in Asra. (Trying to use his attack): Our great Lord who lives in the city of death, so that your name is kept true. Oh Lord of Death! In the name of
the death of the great Lord, The Law of Protecting Silver Guns! By using our services, you agree to the use of our cookies. For more information
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